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“It’s clearly
possible to
increase fossil
fuel use while
decreasing
pollution. This
is a lesson that
China can learn
– and as it
adopts more
sophisticated
modern coal
plants, is
starting to
learn.”
–Alex Epstein
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Introduction
2015 Project Objective: This year’s project has taken our past TLC work beyond the conceptual stage to begin
providing actual, hands-on tools that anyone in our industry can use to build bridges and counter public
misinformation campaigns. Whether on an airplane, at a community event, or seeking to inform relatives and
friends, coal-related industry employees and representatives now have useful facts and information at the
ready to assist them in sharing the importance, value, and benefits of coal.

To do so, however, coal industry employees and representatives need information that they can easily
access, understand, and distribute/communicate.
Therefore, the 2015 annual project has prepared a Coal Communications Kit, which:
•

Builds coal-themed educational resources for sharing at ACC events and in ACC publications as well as
online and through social media

•

Makes use of the diverse information collected in previous TLC projects

•

Uses publications, research, and products available from other coal-focused organizations, academia,
industry (PR/Marketing/Government Relations), and government sources

This Coal Communications Kit provides ideas and information that coal industry employees and
representatives can use to improve communications and relations with others in the public realm. It provides
ready responses to commonly held negative notions about coal. It offers convenient “elevator speeches”,
Facebook posts, and Tweets, as well as more detailed information and resources.
We hope that the members of the industry find this information useful and easy to share. Please send
comments to info@americancoalcouncil.org.
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Our industry must work to continually grow outreach, providing balanced information about the effects of
unreasonable energy and environmental policy decisions / regulatory actions that are far too costly and
produce far too few environmental benefits. We must all educate those outside our industry about the value
of coal to this nation’s economy (jobs, royalty payments, taxes, etc.), infrastructure, and energy supply. We
must highlight coal’s increasingly clean environmental profile and the importance of the continued
development of clean coal technologies.
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Technological Improvements in the Coal Industry
Coal is the largest energy source in the United States, as well as one of the largest energy sources in the
world. It is imperative that the coal industry works to ensure the continued availability and access to this lifesustaining fuel. Although claims of the negative environmental impacts of coal burning can be overstated,
coal does produce potentially harmful emissions when burned. Clean coal technologies (CCT) seek to reduce
environmental harm by using multiple technologies to clean coal and contain, or reduce, its emissions of
sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide (Dowdey, 2007). Clean coal technologies have been built over several
generations and continue to evolve. Today, there are more than 20 new, lower cost, more efficient, and
environmentally compatible technologies for various industries (National Mining Association, 2015).
Technology development will continue to be the primary driver for reducing emissions and its associated
costs for coal’s future.

A Strong Foundation for Technological Growth
The Department of Energy (DOE) Coal RD&D program and National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL),
have partnered with the private sector since the early 1970’s to develop innovative technologies that greatly
enhance energy production and improve air quality (National Mining Association, 2015):

Fluidized-bed combustion – Limestone and dolomite are added during the combustion process to
mitigate sulfur dioxide formation. There are 170 of these units deployed in the U.S., and 400 throughout the
entire world.

Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) – Heat and pressure are used to convert coal into a gas
or liquid that can be further refined and used cleanly. The heat energy from the gas turbine also powers a
steam turbine. IGCC has the potential to improve coal’s fuel efficiency rate to 50 percent. Two IGCC
electricity generation plants are in operation in the U.S.

Flue Gas Desulfurization – Also called “scrubbers,” they remove large quantities of sulfur, other
impurities, and particulate matter from emissions to prevent their release into the atmosphere.
Low Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) Burners – Reduce the creation of NOx, a cause of ground-level ozone, by
restricting oxygen and manipulating the combustion process. Low NOx burners are now on 75 percent of
existing coal power plants.

Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) – Achieves NOx reductions of 80-90 percent or more, and is
deployed on approximately 30 percent of U.S. coal plants.

Electrostatic Precipitators – Remove particulates from emissions by electrically charging particles and
then capturing them on collection plates.

Technological Improvements for Coal: Facebook Post
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Coal is a key component for a literally brighter future – clean coal technologies are the answer to the
question of cheap, reliable energy in the U.S. and abroad.

Technological Improvements for Coal: Elevator Speech
Coal has gotten cleaner and cleaner over the past generation, utilizing the power and ingenuity of
technologies like scrubbers, IGCC (Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle) and CCS (carbon capture and
storage) to extract vital energy from coal with minimal negative environmental impact. “Power plants being
built today emit 90 percent less pollutants (SO2, NOx, particulates and mercury) than the plants they replace
from the 1970’s, according the National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL). (National Mining Association,
2015).

Technological Improvements for Coal: Objections and Responses
Objection: Environmentalists say that clean coal is a myth. Can coal ever really be clean?
Response: The term “clean,” much like the term “dirty,” is inherently subjective. But regardless of one’s
definition, it is a myth that “coal is dirty.” In reality, the environmental benefits of using fossil fuels like
coal far outweigh the risks (Epstein, 2014). With innovative technology, a zero-emissions process is
within reach, and existing clean coal technology is already making enormous strides towards much
cleaner coal. According to the EPA and other sources, coal-fueled power plants are capable of reducing
up to 98 percent of sulfur dioxide emissions, 90 percent of nitrogen oxide emissions and 90 percent of
mercury emissions. Using CCS to capture the CO2 from a single thousand-megawatt coal plant, for
example, is equivalent to 2.8 million people trading in pickups for Priuses (Nijhuis, 2014).
Objection: CCS seems like a limited solution. How much CO2 can we actually store?
Response: In its 2008 Carbon Sequestration Atlas, the U.S. Department of Energy reported that,
together, the U.S. and Canada have enough capacity at our current rate of production to store almost
1,100 years’ worth of carbon dioxide. This storage capacity is located deep underground across the
continent in varying types of geological formations – including unminable coal seams as well as oil and
gas reservoirs. So while the U.S. and Canada are the source of 3.2 billion tons of man-made CO2 each
year, the two nations have storage space for 3.5 trillion tons of CO2. Do the math and we have a 1,093year reservoir of CO2 storage (American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity, 2015).
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The coal industry has demonstrated its eagerness to pioneer the technological advances necessary to keep
coal safe, effective and environmentally responsible. With adequate public support, enhanced research
efforts, and coal-friendly regulatory policies, the industry can satisfy environmental concerns and still be the
cornerstone of electricity generation.

Objection: Clean Coal Technology is way too expensive. It makes more sense to invest in renewable
energy sources.
Response: There are certainly costs associated with reducing emissions, but clean coal is not so
expensive that it can’t already compete with renewables or other resources. Clean coal will require large
infrastructure investments, but so will a major expansion of renewable-energy projects. Also, selling
captured carbon for enhanced oil recovery can help reduce the cost of CCS, and new technologies will
allow carbon to be captured with far lower energy expenditures (Herzog, 2014).
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Airborne Emissions and Emission Reduction Technology
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By 2017, the coal-based power industry will have invested more than $142 Billion to develop and implement
antipollution technologies that have resulted in a dramatic downward trend in the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) classified six major pollutants since 1970; even though we are using more fossil fuel than ever
before. These pollution controls minimize the negative effects of burning fossil fuels, while allowing the use
of this critical resource in a cleaner, more efficient way. Thanks to antipollution technology, coal has been
getting healthier and cleaner. The use of coal has facilitated an unprecedented technological revolution
allowing humans to improve their living conditions and live longer, more fulfilling lives. In the last 20 years
alone, scientists have developed ways to capture the pollutants trapped in coal before the impurities can
escape into the atmosphere. Today, we have technology that can filter out 99 percent of the tiny particles,
and remove more than 95 percent of acid rain pollutants in coal.
Processes have been developed to literally clean coal. Most modern power plants, and all plants built after
1978, are required to have special devices installed that clean the sulfur from coal's combustion gases before
the gases go through the smokestack. In most cases, before combustion, coal is crushed and then washed to
decrease ash and pyrite levels. Additionally, “bag houses and electrostatic precipitators remove residual fly
ash, wet scrubbers desulfurize, and activated charcoal removes mercury and arsenic before the (invisible but
for scrubber steam condensation) flue gas is discharged.” (Istvan, 2014) The use of these technologies has
allowed coal-fueled power plants to decrease emissions of SO2, NOx, and particulate matter by almost 90
percent since the 1970s. These reductions occurred despite the fact that, during the same period, coal use
increased by more than 170 percent.

Coal-fueled generation emission rates have decreased dramatically due to the application of environmental technologies. Sources:
EPA National Air Pollutant Emission Trends; EIA Annual Energy Review, EIA AEO 2011, Ventyx – Velocity Suite
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The path forward to a long and prosperous future for coal depends largely on continued research and
development for clean coal technologies. As environmental challenges and expectations grow increasingly
stringent, clean coal technologies must continue to improve energy efficiency, and reduce or eliminate SO2,
Hg, carbon dioxide (CO2), NOX emissions, and particulate matter. The keys to longevity and success are:
adequate public support, enhanced levels of funding and commitment to clean coal technology, reduced
government interference, greater private support/innovation, and a regulatory and public policy framework
that is supportive of coal use (National Mining Association, 2015) (Yamagata, 2014).

A Growing Technology Legacy
As regulatory pressure mounts with the advent of new federal regulations such as the Clean Power Plan, the
importance of staying on the leading edge of new technology cannot be overstated. Coal liquefaction and
gasification technologies are being explored to produce viable alternatives to oil and natural gas for
electricity generation and transportation. New technology R&D focuses on:

Efficiency Improvements – Technologies in this field raise plant efficiency and reduce CO2 and other
emissions. While some efficiency technologies are commercially available, others, such as Ultra Supercritical
Pulverized Coal (USPC) and IGCC require continued research, development, and demonstration. Improved
efficiency at an existing plant can reduce CO2 emissions by 10-16 percent, and by 2025, new units could
reduce CO2 emissions by as much as 30 percent.

High-Efficiency Fuel Cells – These operate on a range of domestic fuels with virtually emissions-free
Advanced High-Efficiency Combustion - Generating systems that have increased operating
temperatures, new computerized controls, improved burner designs and higher performance turbines.

Hydrogen Production – A clean energy carrier—via gasification.
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)

Currently a promising clean coal technology is CCS, a process by which CO2 emissions are captured and stored
in geologic formations, or deep in the ocean where they dissolve under pressure (National Mining
Association, 2015). The primary CCS technologies being developed include:

Post-Combustion Capture: CO2 is separated from combustion exhaust gases. It can be captured using a
liquid solvent or other separation methods. Once absorbed by the solvent, CO2 is released by heating to form
a high purity CO2 stream. This is the preferred technology for capturing CO2 for use in the food and beverage
industry (Global CCS Institute). The process is shown below (National Mining Association, 2015) :
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Pre-Combustion Capture: A more complex process than post-combustion, involves converting fuel into a
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gaseous mixture of hydrogen and CO2. Mostly used in industrial processes (Global CCS Institute), an example
system can be seen below. (National Mining Association, 2015) :

Oxyfuel Combustion: Uses oxygen rather than air for combustion of fuel, producing exhaust gas that is
mainly water vapor and CO2, which can be easily separated to produce a high purity CO2 stream (Global CCS
Institute). The diagram below shows this process:

A Cautionary Tale: FutureGen
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In 2005, the Department of Energy (DOE) announced “FutureGen,” a $1.3 billion project to design, build, and
operate a nearly emission-free coal-based electricity and hydrogen production plant. The funding was to be
provided by the DOE in partnership with multiple coal companies (World Nuclear Association, 2015).
Confronted from its earliest days with extremely challenging objectives, budget issues, and transitions in the
regulatory environment, funding for the project was cut twice, under two different presidential
administrations; the DOE announced in February 2015 that funding would cease (Romm, 2015).

Conclusion
The path forward to a long and prosperous future for coal depends largely on continued research and
development for CCTs. As environmental challenges and expectations grow increasingly stringent, CCTs must
continue to improve energy efficiency, and reduce or eliminate SO2, CO2, and NOx emissions. The keys to
longevity and success are: adequate public support, enhanced research and commitment to CCTs, and a
regulatory and public policy framework that is supportive of coal use (National Mining Association, 2015)
(Yamagata, 2014). The cautionary tale of FutureGen demonstrates the importance of regulatory cohesion
with the objective of success for coal.

Airborne Emissions & Emission Reduction Technology:
Coal has gotten much cleaner over the past generation with the use of technologies that enable the
generation of energy with minimal negative environmental impact. Power plants being built today emit 90
percent less pollutants (SO2, NOx, particulates and mercury) than the plants they replaced from the 1970’s.
The coal industry has demonstrated its eagerness to pioneer the technological advances that are necessary to
keep coal safe, effective, and environmentally responsible. With adequate public support, enhanced research
efforts, and coal-friendly regulatory policies, the industry can ensure that coal remains a staple of U.S. and
global power generation for the foreseeable future.
Today, energy companies are working to develop, demonstrate, and deploy the next generation of advanced
clean coal technologies. These technologies would make it possible to reduce emissions of traditional
pollutants to very low levels and to capture and safely store carbon dioxide – all while ensuring a reliable
supply of affordable electricity to meet America’s growing energy needs, while still using one of America’s
most abundant, domestically produced fuels, coal. Thanks to technology, coal has been getting healthier and
cleaner since the 1800’s. Modern coal technology has many different means of reducing pollutants. There
are filtration systems that prevent undesirable substances from getting into the air; there are processes that
use chemical agents, such as limestone, to bind pollutants and prevent them from being released. There are
chemical devices like wet or dry scrubbers to separate out unwanted emissions. Modern clean coal
technology harnesses this nation’s abundant coal-based energy in a relatively inexpensive manner. It is
clearly possible to increase coal use while decreasing pollution, resulting in reliable, affordable and clean
energy for humans. New clean coal technologies promise to balance environmental and economic concerns,
while continuing to satisfy our growing world with energy output.
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Elevator Speech

Clean Power Plan

The Clean Power Plan (CCP) has one main stated objective, to reduce carbon dioxide. The EPA believes “the
Clean Power Plan provides national consistency, accountability, and a level playing field while reflecting each
state’s energy mix.” This is being done three different ways; by making coal-fueled power plants more
efficient, shifting existing plants to natural gas combined cycle plants, and increasing the use of renewable
power sources. (EPA, 2015) Per the EPA ruling, states are allowed to create their own plans to meet the new
requirements, and have until 2016 to submit these plans with a final version due by 2018. The existing power
plants will be required to cut emissions by 32 percent of 2005 levels. Each state has a state-specific carbon
dioxide reduction goal. These goals take into account each state’s energy mix. EPA Administrator Gina
McCarthy says the final CPP is “flexible, customizable, and puts states in the driver’s seat.” Opponents of the
CPP have stated that the EPA has not taken into account steps taken by utilities already. In his May, 2015
letter to the President, Wisconsin Governor Scott Walker, stated “One of the most troubling aspects of the
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proposal is that the EPA does not recognize the $10.5 billion investment made by Wisconsin utilities…that has
dramatically reduced carbon emissions and increased energy efficiency.” (Scott Walker, 2015) The new rule
means up to 90,000 MW of coal-fueled generation will be retired or taken offline by 2040. Most of these
retirements will be before 2020 (Power Engineering 2015). In areas that rely heavily on coal for their
electricity, this means a reduction in jobs and an increase in electricity rates. According to the National Rural
Electric Cooperative Association, a 10 percent increase in electricity prices equals 1.2 million lost jobs across
the country.

Coal Scalability
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Transportation Infrastructure
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The U.S. and world transportation infrastructure allows coal to
provide a reliable and economic fuel source. A key component
of the nation’s energy supply chain, and its ability to export to
consumers abroad, is its inland waterway system. The U.S. has
averaged over 300 million tons of waterborne coal commerce
per year since 1993 (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2012). The
marine transportation system consists of 25,320 miles of
navigable waterways, including rivers, bays, and channels, and
many thousands of additional miles on the Great Lakes Saint
Lawrence Seaway System and deep-sea routes (U.S. Department
of Transportation Maritime, 2011). There are also approximately
12,000 miles of inland waterway navigable channels, and 240
lock sites (Foundation, 2014). A standard dry cargo barge moves
as much coal as over 70 trucks. These barges are transported in
15-barge tows, which equates to over 1,050 trucks. The benefits and future use of these waterways have
been recognized by the Department of Transportation’s (DOT) identification of 18 marine corridors, eight
projects, and six initiatives for further expansion as part of “America’s Marine Highway Program” (U.S.
Department of Transportation Maritime, 2011).
Another main component of the coal transportation infrastructure is the freight railroad system. As of 2014,
U.S. freight railroads operated almost 160,000 route-miles of track with nearly 26,000 locomotives in service
(Association of American Railroads, 2015). No single commodity is more important to America’s railroads
than coal, which accounted for almost 40 percent of rail tonnage in 2014 (Association of American Railroads,
2015). Since deregulation pursuant to the Staggers Act of 1980, the rail industry is now able to upgrade
equipment and routes that benefit the future demands for fuels such as coal. Rail carriers are not dependent
on taxpayer funds for expansion. From 1980 through 2014, railroads spent $575 billion on renewal,
maintenance, and expansion (Association of American Railroads, 2015) and are expected to spend an
estimated $29 billion in 2015. Through technological advances, innovative service, competitive rates, and
aggressive reinvestment programs, railroads have shown their willingness and ability to provide high value
transportation service to coal shippers throughout the country
(Association of American Railroads, 2015).

Access to the Largest Fuel Source in the US

On a BTU basis, there are larger remaining coal resources than
natural gas or oil reserves in the United States (U.S. Energy
Information Administration, 2015). As of 2014, the demonstrated

reserve base was estimated to contain 480 billion short tons (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2015).
With constantly improving mining techniques and technologies, some surface mines are now able to recover
more than 90 percent from the undisturbed deposit (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2015).
As of 2011, the total proven recoverable reserves of coal in the world were estimated at 979.8 billion short
tons (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2015). The current coal contribution to global primary energy
consumption (30.1 percent) is the highest since 1970. In Southeast Asia alone, demand is expected to grow
by 4.8 percent a year through 2035 as the region turns to coal to fuel its growing energy needs (World Coal
Association, 2015).
U.S. coal mines provide the energy resources and raw materials that are essential to a growing economy. As
of 2012, U.S. mining contributed over $225 billion to the economy. For the U.S. to remain competitive
internationally, it is imperative to utilize our most accessible and economic fuel source.

Coal is not only used to generate electricity, it is also used in many manufacturing and industrial applications.
Steel is used in every major industry: energy, construction, automotive and transportation, infrastructure, as
well as packaging and machinery. The steel industry is heavily dependent upon coal, as 70 percent of the
steel produced today requires coal for production (World Coal Association, 2015). By 2050, steel use is
projected to increase to 1.5 times its present levels in order to meet the demands of the world’s growing
population (World Steel Association, 2015).
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Fuel Versatility

“Energy independence” is a term that has become ubiquitous, as U.S. dependence on foreign oil has
increased. Domestic coal offers a viable alternative to foreign oil through coal-to-liquids (CTL) technologies.
There are currently two proven methods: Direct and Indirect Liquefaction. An array of products can be made
via these processes, including ultra-clean petroleum and diesel, as well as synthetic waxes, lubricants,
chemical feedstock, and alternative liquid fuels such as methanol and dimethyl ether (World Coal
Association, 2015). An example of this technology’s potential exists in South Africa, where coal-derived fuels
have been produced since 1955 and the coal-to-liquids industry continues to flourish today (World Coal
Association, 2015). Here, CTL fuels are used in cars and other vehicles and, in the case of the South African
company Sasol, have been approved and planned for use in commercial jets (World Coal Association, 2015).
Coal-derived fuels are sulfur-free, low in particulates, and low in nitrogen oxides (World Coal Association,
2015).
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Coal is generally viewed as a fuel simply burned to create steam for power generation. Yes, conventional
steam production is the main use, but evolving technologies have allowed coal to be more efficient and
environmentally friendly. By improving the current average global efficiency rate of coal-fueled power plants
from 33 percent to 40 percent through the development of more advanced off-the-shelf technology, two
gigatons per year of CO2 emissions can be cut immediately, while still allowing affordable energy for
economic development and poverty reduction (World Coal Association, 2015).
Coal is also used worldwide to produce synthetic natural gas (or “syngas”), which is then used to create
electricity in IGCC units. While more expensive than conventional steam, IGCC units can achieve greater
efficiencies. By adding a ‘shift’ reaction, additional hydrogen can be produced, and the carbon monoxide
(CO) produced during the gasification process can be converted to CO2, which is captured and stored or used
in industrial processes. IGCC efficiencies typically reach the mid-40 percent range, although plant designs
offering around 50 percent efficiencies are achievable (World Coal Association, 2015).

Coal Scalability: Facebook Post
The energy independence discussion starts and ends with coal. On a BTU basis in the U.S.,
there are larger remaining coal resources than natural gas or oil combined. The existing and
future coal transportation infrastructure, billions of tons in demonstrated recoverable
reserves, and the versatility of coal has proven it well equipped to meet the demands of the
future. Coal keeps hard-earned money in our communities and will allow America to prosper
for our grandchildren.
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Renewable Energy
Renewable energy certainly has a place in the energy demands of the future, but faces many
challenges while scaling up to meet these demands. As solar power continues its growth, it
will force its way into baseload energy demand, however, it will be less able to meet peak
demands due to a lack of dispatchability (Power Mag, 2015) and grid energy storage. Dave
Ramm, Chairman and CEO of BrightSource Energy, agreed. “Without storage, this technology
isn’t worth much” (Power Mag, 2015). Hydroelectric power has experienced reduced growth
as many nations have already developed areas that could be used as reservoirs to support
hydroelectric generation (Asia-Pacific Economics Blog, 2015). Due to this, only 1 out of the last
30 major power plant projects with a capacity of at least 2,000 MW has started construction
within the last couple of years (Asia-Pacific Economics Blog, 2015). Wind power has struggled
to meet the world’s energy demands, as well. With the exception of Denmark, no countries or
electrical systems have produced more than 10 percent of their total energy demand from
wind energy, and most are below 2 percent (World of Wind Energy, 2015). David Keith, a
Harvard applied physicist notes, “If we were to cover the entire Earth with wind farms, the
system could potentially generate enormous amounts of power, well in excess of 100
terawatts, but at that point my guess, based on our climate modeling, is that the effect of that
on global winds, and therefore on climate, would be severe—perhaps bigger than the impact
of doubling CO2” (Engineering, 2013). On the contrary, the existing and future coal
transportation infrastructure, billions of tons in demonstrated recoverable reserves, and the
versatility of coal, has proven it well equipped to meet the demands of the future.

Grid Reliability
Coal represented 39 percent of U.S. electricity generation in 2014, making it the largest of all
energy sources (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2015). As coal generation capacity
continues to be challenged by growing environmental regulations, many experts question the
future reliability of the U.S power grid.
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A reliable bulk power system is one that is able to meet generation needs despite various
disturbances that would interrupt supply or availability of electricity generation. North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) broadly divides reliability into two categories:
adequacy and security. Adequacy reflects whether there is a sufficient capacity of resources to
supply electricity demand. Security is defined as the ability to withstand “sudden, unexpected
disruptions,” such as equipment failures or loss of system areas. Fuel diversity is pivotal to both
adequacy and security. Backup resources must be in place to offset unforeseen events that
would interrupt power generation from various units (North American Electric Reliability
Corporation).

Reliability Challenges of Renewable and Other Sources
Generators, such as gas, solar, and wind, are served by real-time fuel delivery or intermittent
weather, and must balance fuel sources with on-site storage capabilities to maintain reliability,
survive sudden disruptions, and control costs (U.S. Energy Information Administration). Natural
gas as a source of power generation is particularly restricted by pipeline capacity limitations in
extreme winter weather conditions due to competition with entities feeding residential and
industrial end-users. Additionally, equipment constraints from frozen instrumentation during
extreme temperatures limit the dependability of natural gas as a principal fuel source (North
American Electric Reliability Corporation, 2014). Power generation sourced from solar and
wind resources are also limited by the real-time environmental conditions associated with
each, as well as insufficient transmission infrastructure to areas with the best environmental
conditions for generation (North American Electric Reliability Corporation, 2014).

Superiority of Coal

Coal as a fuel source has many advantages to aid in reliable generation of electricity,
contributing to both adequacy and security of the bulk power system. For example, coal-fueled
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generating units are well understood due to years of use as a primary source of energy across the world, and
infrastructure is currently in place to support generation from these existing units. A safety stock of coal may
be easily stored at the plant site, eliminating concerns surrounding real-time delivery. The 2014 polar vortex
and the subsequent spike in gas prices due to cold temperatures, and lack of supply, served as a primary
example of the risks associated with a real time fuel delivery.
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Conclusion
Overdependence on any single type of fuel creates a greater risk of disruptions to electric power generation,
especially during extreme weather events. Coal as a fuel source has many advantages to aid in reliable
generation of electricity: on-site storage, years of documented use, and an abundance of domesticallysourced supply. Coal is a vital component of our nation’s overall generation mix to maintain a reliable power
system.

Grid Reliability: Facebook Post
Grid reliability is all about fuel diversity and availability of backup resources, as they are inevitably needed.
Coal is a vital component of our nation’s overall generation mix to maintain a reliable power system.

Grid Reliability: Elevator Speech
Coal is the largest of all domestic energy sources (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2015). While there
are other energy resources, such as gas, solar, and wind, they are served by real-time fuel delivery or
intermittent weather and must be balanced by fuel sources with on-site storage capabilities to maintain
reliability, survive sudden disruptions, and control costs (U.S. Energy Information Administration).
•

•

Natural gas is particularly restricted by pipeline capacity limitations in extreme weather conditions as
equipment constraints from frozen instrumentation during extreme temperatures limit the
dependability of natural gas as a principal fuel source (North American Electric Reliability
Corporation, 2014).
Solar and wind are both constrained by geographical and transmission limitations, as developers
install systems in the most windy and sunny locations first (Helman, 2014).

By contrast, a safety buffer of coal may be easily stored at the plant site, eliminating concerns surrounding
real-time delivery. In extreme weather conditions, particularly low temperatures, coal possesses the
necessary characteristics to consistently meet electricity demand. Overdependence on any single fuel type
creates a greater risk of disruptions to electric power generation, especially during extreme weather events.
Coal is a vital component of our nation’s overall generation mix to maintain a reliable power system.

Grid Reliability: Objections and Responses
Objection: Renewables and alternative energy resources will be available to replace retired coal
generation going forward.
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Response: The current bulk power system must be reconfigured to support increased use of
renewable energy. Additional transmission capacity must be built and expanded to reach remote
areas where many renewable resources are located. This timeline may not coincide with deadlines
as currently proposed by the EPA. For example, a new high-voltage line has a lead time of 5-15
years. Additionally, the cost of this transmission expansion will be passed on to end-users. Also,
renewable generation capacity cannot be counted-on to replace on-demand capacity to meet
system needs. Unless replacement fossil capacity or nuclear capacity is built, grid reserve margins
and therefore, reliability will be sacrificed.

Objection: Improvements to energy efficiency along with increased use of renewables will lessen
demand in the future enough to offset reductions in fossil fuel generation.
Response: Projections by the EPA estimated that growth in energy demand would be more than
offset by growth in energy efficiency, causing total energy demand to continue to shrink. The
studies cited by the EPA were based on only 12 states’ data which don’t adequately represent the
energy mix and demographics of the nation as a whole. Overall energy demand is separated from
available peak-hour generating capacity, which is a main determinant of grid reliability.

Construction of renewable energy sources has become a favored policy response to address concerns about
climate change and the reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. Additionally federal regulations have
been proposed and promulgated that would force the retirement of additional coal units across the country.
Despite hyperbolic reporting and drastic regulatory measures, it is important to remember that there are
benefits associated with climate change. CO2 is plant food. Therefore, increased atmospheric CO2 results in
more food (Kimball, 1983) and medicine through increased plant growth (Plants Need CO2). Overall,
increased CO2 levels actually are correlated with decreased deaths from natural disasters (CATO Institute,
2014). In addition, as time passes CO2 will decrease in its ability to affect temperature (Hoskins, 2014).

The “Hockey Stick Chart” and the Era of Misinformation

One argument contributing to a negative view of climate change is the “Hockey Stick Chart,” created by
researcher Michael Mann. This chart is meant to illustrate that temperatures across the globe have increased
exponentially in the last 100 years (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2001):
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Climate Change & CO.
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Mann’s study was initially very popular, but a peer-reviewed study of Mann’s work, conducted by researchers
Stephen McIntyre and Ross McKitrick, exposed that data within the “Hockey Stick Chart” contained “…
collation errors, unjustified truncation or extrapolation of source data, obsolete data, incorrect principal
component calculations, geographical mislocations, and other serious defects. These errors and defects
substantially affect the temperature index (McIntyre, 2003).” McIntyre and McKitrick corrected these errors,
and reconstructed the “Hockey Stick Chart” with actual data. A comparison between Mann’s version of the
chart and the revised version by McIntyre and McKitrick is displayed below (McIntyre, 2003):
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The results of the revised version of Mann’s chart are astounding. The revised chart confirms that
temperatures of the Medieval Warming Period during the 1400’s were actually warmer than those
experienced today (McIntyre, 2003). It would stand to reason that if warming temperatures actually do cause
harsher conditions for survival, the technology utilized in the 1400’s was adequate to combat it. Therefore, in
present time, there should be no fear of warming, as history has proven we have the capacity to deal with
any adverse conditions caused by it. Data suggests, however, that catastrophic warming is not likely to occur.
Models based on Mann’s work have vastly overestimated global temperature changes when compared to
reality. A comparison between the two is presented below. (Spencer, 2013)

Temperature rise is linear with respect to exponential rises of CO2, meaning that further changes in
atmospheric CO2, will result in decreasing incremental changes in temperature, as explained in the chart
below (Hoskins, 2014):
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The bold green and blue lines represent reality, while the bold black line is the average temperature change
predicted by accepted climate models. A slight temperature increase of approximately 0.3oC has been seen.
The 0.6oC rise that was predicted by 2013 did not come to fruition, but the model still predicted warming
would occur. Researchers projected that if the average temperature within the United States increased by
2.5oC, there would be approximately 40,000 less mortalities per year, due to decreased respiratory disease–
such as the flu or pneumonia–contracted in the frigid weather, (Moore, 1996). A warmer climate would
actually save lives, not shorten them. Although warmer weather would save lives, a 2.5oC warming would be
significantly hard to achieve.
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As seen above, only 13 percent of the total potential temperature change from CO2 emissions can be
mitigated with future de-carbonization policies. 24 billion dollars of tax payers’ money was spent on

renewable energy initiatives in 2011 (Dinan, 2012). The question must be asked; does the forecasted
insignificant temperature change warrant such a level of spending?

The Mythical Relationship between CO2 and Climate Related Deaths
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The claim that increased atmospheric CO2 will result in a dangerous climate must also be explored. When CO2
emissions and climate related deaths are put side by side, it is easy to see that the world has actually become
a safer place as CO2 emissions have increased (CATO Institute, 2014):

Despite global population growth over time, and CO2 emissions increasing, total climate related deaths have
fallen. This can be attributed to the increase in the ability to produce industrial goods used for shelter,
technology, heating, and cooling. The estimated growth in the United States industrial production index can
be seen below (Federal Reserve, 2015):

Industrial Produc[on: Total Index
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The industrial production total index measures the production output of manufacturing, mining, and utilities
within the United States. Increased industrial production means the materials for infrastructure within the

United States are growing, and the manufacturing of technology allowing society to avoid dangerous
conditions is increasing. Increased levels of industrial production will generate increased CO2 emissions, due
to the increase in energy necessary for production purposes. Fossil fuels have, and will continue to, provide
the majority of the energy to power these advancements. As demonstrated by the climate death graph
shown earlier, the tradeoff of increased CO2 emissions to provide enhanced infrastructure, growing industrial
capacity, and rapid technological improvement is the saving of many human lives.

The Positive Impact of CO2 for Plant Life

As CO2 levels increase, the rate of photosynthesis in plants tends to accelerate. A 100 percent increase in
atmospheric CO2 levels is estimated to increase photosynthesis rates by 41 percent for C3 plants and 22
percent for C4 plants (Note: Higher temperatures also catalyze photosynthesis, doubling the reaction rate for
every 10oF rise in temperature) (Watkins). An increase in photosynthesis rates directly correlates to increased
plant growth. When atmospheric CO2 levels are doubled, plant yields have been observed to increase by
approximately 33 percent. In addition transpiration, which is evaporation of water from plant pores, is shown
to decrease by 34 percent in environments with double the atmospheric CO2 concentration (Kimball, 1983).
This indicates higher water efficiency usage for plants. Fruit growth is also amplified in environments with
higher levels of CO2. Oranges displayed 80 percent greater fruit yield with a 75 percent percent increase in
atmospheric CO2 concentration, and a 5 percent increase in their vitamin C content. Strawberries
demonstrated similar effects, increasing fruit weight by 17 percent with an additional 170 ppm of CO2 within
the atmosphere (Plants Need CO2). Plants with medicinal benefits have also shown increased concentrations
of their active medicinal constituents with higher concentrations of CO2. The spider lily, which contains
constituents that combat leukemia, ovary sarcoma, melanoma, brain cancer, colon cancer, lung cancer, and
renal cancer, have revealed an increase of 75 percent in their active medicinal constituents with a 75 percent
increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration. Saint John’s Wort, which assists with depression, inflammation,
and wound healing, saw a 100 percent increase in its health promoting constituents when grown under 1,000
ppm atmospheric CO2 levels (Plants Need CO2). The increases observed in these plants medicinal properties
are significant, both for industrialized and undeveloped countries. 75 percent of the world population is still
dependent upon biological remedies as their primary source of medication (Plants Need CO2).
Additionally, population (as displayed below) through the year 2050, is forecasted to continue growing
(Haub, 2012):
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In addition to CO2 emissions being a by-product of protection, CO2 emissions increase plant growth, crop
yields, and plant antioxidants by accelerating photosynthesis levels. Photosynthesis functions via a plant
consuming CO2, solar energy, and water, converting those compounds to carbohydrates, and then releasing
waste as oxygen.
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With an increasing world population, more food and medicine will be essential. Higher CO2 levels yielding
larger harvests of food, increased levels of medicinal ingredients, and increased vitamins will all be necessary
to support a healthy human population.
Higher levels of CO2 alone do not adversely affect health. For any impact to human health to occur,
atmospheric CO2 emissions would have to be close to 15,000 ppm, which is 40 times greater than the levels
currently in the atmosphere (Plants Need CO2). However, prior to reaching that concentration, increased CO2
levels correlate with a better quality of life through more food and medicine, a safer life with enhanced
infrastructural capabilities, and are shown to have insignificant effects on temperature in the future.
As a final note, increased energy production using renewables will not stop CO2 emissions. Even so called
“carbon-free” sources give off carbon when analyzed through a life cycle analysis. During the construction
phase of a wind turbine, approximately 364.8g CO2/kWh is capable of being produced; for solar, this figure
becomes 218g CO2/kWh (Nugent, 2014).

Conclusion
CO2 is not the evil, life sucking poison that climate change activists sometimes portray. It is a by-product of a
life-preserving, food-producing, industrially sound culture. Whether this culture is supported by coal or
renewables should not be an either/or question, the answer should be “yes” to both.

Climate Change & CO2: Facebook Post
Bottom line on climate change: Coal equates to fewer deaths (Moore, 1996), lower medical costs (Moore,
1996), and more food (Kimball, 1983).

Climate Change & CO2: Elevator Speech
If there was a way to have a cheap, reliable source of electric generation that also boosts crop yields (Kimball,
1983), increase base medicinal ingredient prevalence (Plants Need CO2), decrease mortalities (Moore, 1996),
and strengthen the nation’s infrastructure (Federal Reserve, 2015), would it be worth discovering?
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Luckily, we don’t have to discover it, it already exists. Coal-fueled generation and the CO2 emitted from coal
correlates with all of the above-mentioned benefits. The population on Earth is estimated to grow by two
billion people from 2015 to 2050 (Haub, 2012). A greater amount of reliable power, food, medicine, and
industrial production will be needed to support this growth. Let’s stop the attempts to outlaw coal, and start
using it to power our future.

Climate Change & CO2: Objections and Responses
Objection: Temperature increases due to climate change will lead to irreversible and dangerous
changes in weather conditions.
Response: Temperatures were higher in the medieval period than present, and human civilization
survived that period with less technology, poorer infrastructure, less energy, and worse water
quality (McIntyre, 2003). Increasing CO2 emissions over the past two centuries correlate with fewer
climate related deaths, indicating that power from coal and other fossil fuels has been used to
improve infrastructure and technology over time. In reality, improved access to affordable, reliable
energy has helped society to deal with extreme weather (CATO Institute, 2014).

Response: Artic sea ice volumes have actually been growing over the past four years. In 2011, the
average sea ice volume was measured at 4,275 km3, however sea ice volumes have regenerated
since that point, reaching 10,200 km3 in 2014. At the same time, recent studies indicate that the
Antarctic ice sheet has also grown, adding 112 billion tons of ice annually from 1992 to 2001, and
82 billion tons annually from 2003 to 2008. (Zwally et al, 2015)
Objection: Temperature increases due to climate change are melting ice, leading to the extinction of
polar bears.
Response: This statement is untrue. As of June 2014, the majority of polar bear populations are
either estimated to be increasing, or stable (Polar Bear Science, 2014).
Objection: Temperature increases due to climate change are leading to the bleaching and death of
coral reefs.
Response: Research has shown that coral reefs utilize various symbiotic relationships with algae to
adapt to certain types of environmental stresses. One of these types of algae is heat tolerant and
assists coral to avoid bleaching due to temperature increases (Silverstein, 2012). However, it is
important to remember that 87 percent of carbon dioxides effect on temperature has already been
realized, therefore future rises in temperature due to carbon dioxide will likely be marginal
(Hoskins, 2014).
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Objection: Temperature increases due to climate change have led to ice cap melting.

Objection: Warming temperatures caused by CO2 emissions will result in greater disease amongst
crops.
Response: Research on plant pathogens and climate change is inconclusive (Garrett, 2006).
However, CO2 has been definitively shown to accelerate photosynthesis, indicating that plants will
grow faster; increasing crop yields by 33 percent (Kimball, 1983). In addition, with the uptick in
plant growth, the agricultural industry is estimated to increase agricultural revenue by 1.3 billion
dollars (Deschenes, 2002).
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Objection: Warming temperatures caused by CO2 emissions will result in more severe storms and
hurricanes.
Response: The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has stated that there is no
convincing evidence to support this claim (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2013). In
addition, extraordinary trends in land falling cyclones, hurricanes, and typhoons have not been
seen.
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Objection: Warming temperatures caused by CO2 emissions will result in more droughts.
Response: According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), there is
insufficient evidence to say with high confidence that drought is actually increasing. Trends in
droughts from the 1970’s have been overstated, and the frequency and intensity of droughts in both
North America and northwest Australia have actually decreased (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, 2013).
Objection: Coal is not a renewable resource, what happens when we run out?
Response: While total coal reserves are on the decline, it is important to note that there are points
where the reserves increase due to new reserves of coal being found. Coal reserves are often
underestimated, as coal companies tend to plan in the short term. Initial estimates of reserves are
often 4-5 times understated when compared to the actual amount of coal in the ground (World
Energy Council, 2013). Thus, there is a great deal more coal to be mined. With that in mind, we
should continue to take advantage of coal and continue to research new and reliable energy
solutions, instead of mandating moves to expensive, intermittent, and unreliable sources such as
wind and solar. Furthermore, the same question of reserves can be posed to solar and wind as well,
as they require rare earth metals to be mined for their construction (Catlett, 2014).
Objection: Renewables create carbon-free generation and are environmentally friendly.
Response: This is not necessarily true. While generating electricity, both solar and wind do not
produce CO2. However, performing a life cycle analysis and taking into account emissions during
their construction, wind and solar can give off as much as 364.8g CO2/kWh and 218g CO2/kWh
(Nugent, 2014). In addition, both solar and wind projects require mining rare earth metals in China,
so the practice of mining will still continue with renewables being used (Catlett, 2014). The rare
earth metal capital of the world is Batou, China, which is so polluted due to mining to make wind
turbines that the population has dropped from 2,000 to 300 people (The Guardian, 2012). In
addition, among other environmental and social challenges, wind turbines in the U.S. have been
known to kill 1.4 million birds and bats each year, and solar panels have displaced threatened
desert tortoises where they are placed (Catlett, 2014).

The Human Cost Without Coal
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The push to eliminate coal and other fossil fuels from the U.S. energy mix will have a significant financial
impact on all Americans, but the lowest income Americans will be impacted the most. Coal has been a source
of cheap and reliable energy for years; however, many politicians have plans to eliminate coal. Hillary Clinton
states (Clinton, 2015) that, if elected, on Day 1 of her presidency she will establish two national goals:

1) Install 500 million solar panels across the US by the end of 2020
2) Install enough renewables to power every home in the US by 2027
But, Ms. Clinton’s plan does not mention any additional costs to the American people, or what specific
environmental benefits will be associated with those goals. As Thomas Jefferson said, “An enlightened
citizenry is indispensable for the proper functioning of a republic” (Jefferson, 1820). Voters cannot make a
well-informed decision unless a cost-benefit analysis is clearly communicated.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, over 45.3 million Americans (including over 16 million children) lived in
poverty in 2013 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2013). One of those Americans is Bessie Meade. Bessie was born in
1945 and raised her two girls in Eastern Kentucky. She was widowed in 1997 when her husband died of a
sudden heart attack. Bessie has worked hard and been thrifty her entire life. As a result, she is debt free.
But at the age of 70, the only income she has is her Social Security check of $753/month. Bessie’s electric bill
is her largest expense (averaged $203/month in 2014) in part because the modular home that she and her
husband purchased new in the mid 1970’s is not energy efficient and she does not have the money to make it
efficient. After all her monthly expenses, Bessie has $157/month for food. She is able to get by each month
with the help of $30/month in Food Stamps. When asked what she would do if her electric bill rose 40
percent to 50 percent – the expected increase needed to convert conventional coal to solar PV (U.S. Energy
Information Administration, 2015) – Bessie stated bluntly, “People around here would have to choose to
either freeze or starve to death, one or the other.”
The small environmental benefit associated with the elimination of coal and other fossil fuels from the U.S.
energy mix is insignificant when compared to the financial and social impacts on all Americans, especially the
lowest income Americans who will be hardest hit by rapid price increases.
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From a cost perspective, do you feel the current condition of your environment is so bad that you would
make significant financial sacrifices to improve it? Would your answer change if it meant sacrificing food and
heat in the winter? What if the projected improvement was only one one-hundredth of a degree Celsius as
stated by the former Assistant Secretary of Energy Charles McConnell and affirmed by EPA Administrator
Gina McCarthy when testifying before Congress (McCarthy)?
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$
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$
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The Human Cost Without Coal: Facebook Post
The cost of reliable electricity in the U.S. without coal-fueled generation is significant for over 45 million
poverty-stricken Americans. The cost without coal means that a large group of people in the U.S. will be
faced with choosing between heating their homes, and putting food on their tables.

International Trade

By 2040, the global coal trade will grow by 40 percent, due mainly to rising coal imports in China and India.
This will increase the share of global coal trade relative to world coal demand from 18 percent in 2012, to 23
percent by 2040 (Umbach, 2010). A map depicting global coal imports and exports, as well as coal price, is
pictured below:
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Coal represented 30 percent of world energy consumption in 2014, making it the second largest of all energy
sources. Population growth and increases in income per capita are the key drivers behind growing world
demand for energy. By 2035, the world’s population is projected to reach 8.7 billion, meaning an additional
1.6 billion people will need energy (BP, 2015). Most countries are not energy self-sufficient, and therefore
international trade will play an increasingly important role in world energy economics.

In the long-term, not only is global coal trade expected to be higher, but also total world energy demand is
projected to be 37 percent higher than present day in 2035. Not surprisingly, India and China will account for
half of that growth. Coal demand growth in China and India combined is larger than global growth, more than
making up for declines in the rest of the world. Jointly, they will account for 66 percent of total coal demand
in 2035.
The United States on the other hand, is projected to become energy self-sufficient by 2021, and by 2035, it
could be exporting 9 percent of its total energy supply. Meanwhile, China is projected to overtake the EU as
the world’s largest importing country/region by 2025 (BP, 2015). Although China is facing some internal
energy struggles with new quality requirements and import duties on coal, their immense coal consumption
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cannot be replaced entirely by gas or renewables. Therefore, it is expected that China will continue to see
coal as the major energy source for the foreseeable future. India will follow suit as import levels are expected
to more than triple to 30 percent of global coal trade. India’s coal import dependence will rise sharply from
25 percent in 2012, to 40 percent by 2040 (Umbach, 2010).

Major Importers and Exporters of Coal
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Global coal production in 2014 was little changed at 7.2 billion tons. Of that 7.2 billion tons, about 1.3 billion
is traded all over the world, shipped great distances by sea to reach global markets (Euracoal, 2015). Over the
last twenty years, Seaborne trade in steam coal has increased on average by about 7 percent each year, and
Seaborne coking coal trade has increased by 1.6 percent a year, as can be seen in the chart below:

Almost 20 percent of total coal production is internationally traded. The top five coal importers (China,
Japan, Korea, India, and Taiwan) are in Asia, while the top five exporters (Indonesia, Australia, Russia, the
United States and Colombia) are more scattered around the globe. The new coal trade trend has led to
massive investments in coal infrastructure to secure imports and exports (International Energy Agency,
2015). The table below depicts major importers and exporters of coal by country, in million tonnes:

International Trade Rate Slowing
Country

Share

Country

Imports

Share

Indonesia

421.8

29.8%

China

318.5

23.7%

Australia

332.4

23.5%

Japan

203.5

15.2%

Russia

150.7

10.7%

South Korea

135.7

10.1%

United
States

126.7

9.0%

India

97.2

7.2%

Colombia

92.2

6.5%

Taiwan

71.5

5.3%

South Africa

82.0

5.8%

Germany

53.4

4.0%

World
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Exports

1413.9

World

1342.5

International trade is slowing and steam coal prices are declining, this is due to three major causes (Euracoal,
2015):

1. Decrease in price – A result of over capacity due to lower demand. This is a consequence of slowing
GDP growth rates in Asia, especially in China, but also due to the weak global economic situations.
2. Change in exchange rates - Mining companies in Russia, Colombia, Australia and South Africa have a
currency advantage, which enables them to mitigate the lower revenues due to lower coal prices.
The dollar (USD) has strengthened significantly against the euro (EUR) as well in the last 13 months
(+21.8 percent), and also against the Russian ruble (RUB), creating further price advantages for
Russian coal exporters to Europe.

These developments will continue in the mid-term. Longer term, it is important that the focus on improved
coal technologies continues in order to recognize increased consumption in the Asian market, while
mitigating air quality concerns.

Conclusion
In order for everyone to benefit from coal as a sustainable, reliable, and affordable energy source,
international trade is necessary to reach all markets. Traditionally coal was (and still can be) a somewhat local
resource. However, this isn’t true for all countries. China in particular has a growing need for coal in order to
sustain its economic development. This has led to acceleration in growth (both volume and share terms) of
internationally traded coal. In fact, all developments in China impact coal markets. However, the fight against
pollution is now a driving force of energy policy, and Asian countries are following suit. China will continue to
be the biggest consumer and importer of coal in the mid- to long-term future, as it has become their source
of reliable energy supporting their industrial and social prosperity. However, to ensure coal can still be the
dependable energy source of the future in China, the coal industry needs to continue developing and
improving clean coal technology, as this will allow them to continue lighting the way for developing countries
while complying with environmental regulations.

International Trade: Facebook Post
International coal trade allows humans to share technologies and master new environments where little to
no energy sources are present. Coal also improves living standards for both developed and developing
countries by providing abundant, affordable, reliable, and increasingly clean electricity to power human lives.

International Trade: Elevator Speech
Most countries are not energy self-sufficient, meaning the international coal trade is playing an increasingly
significant role in providing energy to developing countries. The share of coal in the world energy supply
increased from 25 percent in 1973, to almost 30 percent in 2014. By 2040, global coal trade is expected to
grow by 40 percent, due mainly to rising coal imports in China and India. Traditionally coal has been a local
resource, but China's growing need for coal to sustain its rapid economic development has led to acceleration
in growth of internationally traded coal. The top five coal importers (China, Japan, Korea, India, and Taiwan)
are in Asia, while the top five exporters (Indonesia, Australia, Russia, the United States and Colombia) are
scattered around the globe. Global exports totaled 1,300 megatons (MT) in 2013, more than seven times the
185 MT amount 40 years earlier. The growing coal trade trend has led to massive investments in coal
infrastructure to secure imports and exports. China and other developing countries in Asia will be the biggest
consumers and importers of coal in the mid- to long-term future. The coal industry has shown a willingness to
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3. Freight rates have decreased – Freight rates have decreased by as much as 50 percent, slumping to
$5-7 USD on the benchmark Richards Bay-Rotterdam route, adding to lower coal prices at ports such
as ARA.
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adapt to regulations with technologies such as scrubbers and low NOx burners, and will
continue to adapt to carry on providing reliable energy to nations that need it.

International Trade: Objections and Responses
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Objection: Renewables and alternative energy resources will be available to replace coal
generation going forward on a global scale.
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Response: Coal is used in many applications where renewables and alternative energies do
not (or cannot) play a significant role: power generation, steel production; cement
manufacturing, alumina refineries, paper production, chemical and pharmaceutical
industries, etc. In addition, many countries do not have renewable energy resources
sufficient to cover their energy needs, and therefore need to import energy to help meet
their requirements. In China, for example, economic growth needs more energy than their
domestic energy options can supply. Diversification efforts and the so-called everything
but coal policy, will lead to big developments of hydropower, wind, photovoltaic (PV),
nuclear, and gas use (Citi: World Moving to "Everything but Coal", 2014). However,
investments in new coal generation capacity and coal gasification plants will also be
needed to support this growth. This is why both coal and international trade are important
to keep world economies running (International Energy Agency, 2015).
Objection: Although coal continues to be an important part of the energy mix, it is not a
clean energy that should be shipped around the world for unregulated use. Shipping coal
requires further energy consumption and creates additional pollution.
Response: Maritime shipping is the world's most carbon-efficient form of transporting
goods - far more efficient than road or air transport. Yet, the industry seeks to further
improve the fuel efficiency and carbon footprint of its vessels. Today's container ships and
vehicle carriers enable the movement of tremendous volumes of goods across the world.
This movement of energy and goods has fueled global economic growth in a manner
considered implausible only 50 or 60 years ago (World Shipping Council, 2015).

The Energy Effect
Coal has been a cornerstone of human adaptation and advancement since cave men walked
the Earth (Department of Energy). Greeks, Romans, and Chinese used coal as early as 100 B.C
(History of Coal). During the Revolutionary War, coal was used to manufacture the weapons
that gave America its freedom. Those uses were bolstered increased use in transportation,
such as for steamships and railroads in the early 1800’s (NETL). In 1875, coal began to be used
widely for heating and cooking needs, which fed human ingenuity during the Industrial
Revolution (Department of Energy). Steel made from coal began to be used in construction to
build structurally sound homes that protected people from the elements (Department of
Energy). Then, in 1882, Thomas Edison created the first commercial power plant utilizing coal
as the fuel, which kept people safe and productive by lighting their homes when darkness fell
(NETL). It is due to this invention that presently, services such as hospitals and water treatment
facilities can operate around the clock. In 2014, coal provided 39 percent of the total electricity
generated across the United States (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2015). This energy
is used to fulfill many of the same needs it did in the 1800’s, such as heating homes, providing

electricity for light, being used to create steel, and to support economic growth at all times
of the day. Other fossil fuels, such as natural gas and oil, along with nuclear energy share
similar stories of improving the quality of everyday life for people, from a survival and
comfort / productivity stand point.
Even with a track record showing coal and other fossil fuels have benefitted civilization,
environmentalists claim fossil fuels are a harm to society, with common statements such as:

Tweet this:
International

However, as mentioned earlier, throughout history coal and other fossil fuels have
performed quite well at improving our lives. Life expectancy and rising GDP have occurred
over the last 200 years as a direct benefit of the use of fossil fuels, as shown below
(Goklany, 2015).
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Is it worth it to deny access to these resources with mandates and increasingly strict
regulation? Are renewable energy resources up to the task of providing reliable and
inexpensive generation?
Reliability is a key aspect of providing adequate electric supply. “Power allows business
owners and employees to increase working hours. This not only means that they can open
their shop earlier and stay open later, but that business owners can complete other work
related to owning and operating a business before and after daylight hours (Knoth, 2013).”
In the absence of cost effective, industrially scaled energy storage, energy sources must be
available locally, and in sufficient quantities to supply people’s needs throughout the year,
day, or night. Unfortunately, the wind does not always blow, and the sun does not always
shine, but coal, oil, and nuclear fuels can be stockpiled for use at any time. Most renewable
sources are unable to support such a claim, and instead require back-up by other sources,
often fossil and nuclear. These costs are rarely factored into the total cost of production, but
directly impact the total cost to the consumer. In terms of cost on a $/MWh level, coal and
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• The impacts of fossil fuel combustion as an energy source negate any benefits to
the improvement of human well-being and the environment.
• Fossil fuels are an inefficient and expensive alternative to renewable forms of
energy.
• Governments must find a way to provide access to such renewable sources of
energy as the only means to improve access to energy
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natural gas are still the cheapest forms of energy generation available, as displayed below (World Energy
Council, 2013):

It should be of common interest to support the expansion of inexpensive, reliable, and sustainable energy to
benefit the human condition in all areas of the world. Research has shown access to reliable and inexpensive
energy resources dramatically increases access to clean water, health services, food production,
transportation, employment and technology. All of these factors improve living conditions, life expectancy,
and humanity’s ability to adapt to a changing planet. Low energy costs, high energy reliability, and
technological advancement have all been made possible due to fossil fuel use.

The Energy Effect: Facebook Post
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Energy from coal and other fossil fuels have existed as a testament to human ingenuity since 100 B.C (History
of Coal). When people wanted to travel further, a car running on oil was invented that allowed them to do so.
The first power plant built, which ran on coal, sparked an idea that light could exist in every home, even at
night. Present day, natural gas furnaces are burning in people’s basements helping them live comfortably in –
sub-zero temperatures. Fossil fuels are here to help society, and have been doing so for more than two
thousand years.

The Energy Effect: Elevator Speech

Unfortunately, wind power only works when the wind blows, and solar power only works when the sun
shines, and when mandates, subsidies, full life cycles, and requirements for firming power and new
transmission are included in costs, both are clearly far more expensive than fossil fuel-based generation
(World Energy Council, 2013). Instead of looking to replace fossil fuels with less reliable and more expensive
sources of generation, we should be looking ahead to what fossil fuels could possibly do for mankind in the
future.

The Energy Effect: Objections and Responses
Objection: Fossil fuels have been useful in the past, but now need to be replaced by renewable sources.
Response: One key advantage of fossil fuels is their ability to be stored. A commercially viable battery to
store solar and wind energy has not been created yet. Therefore, coal, oil, and nuclear must be
stockpiled for when the sun is not shining and the wind is not blowing to allow for reliable generation
24/7/365.
Objection: Renewables have come down in price to rival that of fossil fuels.
Response: Though renewables have dropped in price over the years, nuclear, coal and natural gas are
still amongst the cheapest energy sources we have in the world. Renewables are currently only able to
“compete” because federal and state mandates force them into the energy mix. Then massive federal
and state subsidies cover a substantial portion of their costs, meaning in many cases, renewable
producers can lose money on the energy generation, but still make money overall because of
government support. The only renewable source that rivals fossil fuels without subsidies is hydroelectric
(World Energy Council, 2013).
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Fossil fuels have been used to benefit mankind since 100 B.C (History of Coal). Coal specifically has powered
various forms of transportation, as well as provided heat, steel, and electricity. However, fossil fuels such as
natural gas, and oil, as well as nuclear energy, share a similar history of assisting mankind through daily life.
The storage capability of some fossil fuels allows them to be utilized even if real time shipments of the fuel
are not occurring. This ability to stockpile energy resources ensures the lights stay on at all times and
essential services like hospitals and water treatment facilities provide services when they’re needed. The
storage capability of fossil fuels also means they are portable, allowing us to transfer them to locations where
they are needed. The relatively inexpensive nature of fossil fuels also is a clear benefit for people, allowing us
to affordably power our cars and heat our homes.

Objection: Fossil fuels are reducing our quality of life with their pollution.
Response: Fossil fuels have actually increased and improved our quality of life. They make personal
transportation by car possible for long distances, they provide reliable power due to their storage
properties, and they are inexpensive in comparison to renewables. Fossil fuels have been a foundational
aspect of many of the technological, medical, and infrastructure improvements that make human lives
more comfortable and safe. Prior to the widespread use of fossil fuels, humans lived much shorter lives,
that were fraught with many more diseases, much less reliable food and medicine resources, and were
seriously threatened by changing weather every year.
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Mining Impacts, Mountaintop and Surface Mining
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Surface/Mountaintop mining removes the overburden (surface vegetation, soil, and rocks) to
mine the coal seam underneath. The recovery rate is up to 90 percent during the mining
process, which is a much higher recovery rate than most forms of mining can promise
(APECSEC, 2015). These types of mining methods make up about 70 percent of U.S. coal. The
National Mining Association estimates the direct value of surface mining activity at more than
$5 billion. Billions more come from the purchase of mining equipment, costs for coal
transportation, use of engineers and consultants, and tax payments to government (National
Mining Association, 2009). For every coal mining job, an additional 3.5 jobs are created
elsewhere in the economy (NMA, 2015). Coal mining supports more than 800,000 jobs,
including over 80,000 coal miners on the job and earning a paycheck, so they can support
themselves and their families (NMA, NMA Warns New Power Plant Rules Means Higher Utility
Bills, 2013) (NMA, U.S. Coal Mine Employment by State, Region, and Method of Mining - 2013,
2015)

Surface mining operations alone provide enough energy to power more than 25 million
American homes (National Mining Association, 2009). Other pros for surface mining include
having plentiful strategic reserves, high recovery rate, and storage capacity. It is also one of the
safest industries in the country, operating under local, state, and federal laws including the
1977 Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA). In addition, after mining is
finished, coal companies are required to place a bond that will cover all reclamation costs and
ensure that the site will be restored (APECSEC, 2015). Listed on the following page are pictures
of before and after reclamation:

#NoBlackOuts
#CoalEqualsReliability
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Conclusion
Surface/Mountaintop mining is cost effective, provides a high recovery rate, produces
thousands of jobs directly and indirectly, adds tax payments to governments, and is the safest

method of mining. Every energy mix will have pros and cons for each supply source. However, with laws and
requirements in place to help prevent contamination, or failure to reclaim, surface mining of coal remains a
cost effective method. Overall, coal mining is helping to produce more jobs safely, while also boosting
economic growth throughout the country.

Mining Impacts, Mountaintop and Surface Mining Facebook Post
Surface/Mountaintop mining has good strategic reserves, good recovery rate, storage capacity, and is one of
the safest industries in the country. For every coal mining job, an additional 3.5 jobs are created elsewhere in
the economy (National Mining Association, 2009). Coal mining keeps about 800,000 people employed
including an estimated 80,000 coal miners on the job and earning a paycheck, allowing them to support
themselves and their families (NMA, 2015). Surface mining operations alone provide enough energy to power
more than 25 million American homes (National Mining Association, 2010).

Surface and mountaintop mining has been described as wasteful, environmentally harmful, and costly. But, in
reality, recovery rates during surface mining are approximately 90 percent, which is a much higher recovery
rate than most forms of mining can promise. In addition, after mining is finished, coal companies are required
to place a bond that will cover all reclamation costs and ensure that the site will be restored (APECSEC, 2015).
The National Mining Association estimates the direct value of surface mining activity at more than $5 billion.
Billions more come from the purchase of mining equipment, costs for coal transportation, use of engineers
and consultants, as well as tax payments to government (National Mining Association, 2009). For every coal
mining job, an additional 3.5 jobs are created elsewhere in the economy (NMA, 2015). Coal mining keeps
about 800,000 people, including an estimated 125,000 coal miners, on the job and earning an average annual
wage of approximately $85,000. These types of well-paying careers help industry workers to support families
and communities (National Mining Association, 2010).
Coal is the lifeblood of our domestic energy supply. Surface mining methods make up about 70 percent of
U.S. coal. Surface mining is an efficient, environmentally responsible, and economic means of providing safe
and reliable power.

Mining Impacts, Mountaintop & Surface Mining: Objections & Responses
Objection: Removal of the overburden to extract the coal from the earth takes a toll on the environment.
Response: The SMCRA (Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977) requires mining companies
to leave reclaimed mines in better shape than before they began mining. Before mining even begins,
managers must decide how they will use mine lands and prepare detailed plans and environmental
impacts assessments to justify that use. For example: airports, housing developments, golf courses, etc.
are often built. In other areas, mines are returned to a natural state. Today, coal companies are
required to place a financial bond that will ensure mines will be restored, even if the company
experiences financial difficulties, or does not properly reclaim a mine site. These bonds are not released
until after it has been fully reclaimed and monitored for as much as a decade, depending on the location
of the mine.
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Mining Impacts, Mountaintop and Surface Mining Elevator Speech

Objection: Potential water contamination.
Response: The mine is required to ensure water quality is maintained via on-site monitoring. If water
does become contaminated, the area is closely controlled (ponds are sealed) until the contaminants
become a solid that can be safely removed. Once the removal process is complete, prior contamination
is undetectable.
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Objection: The negative perception of Surface/Mountaintop mining with the local communities.
Response: According to www.facesofcoal.org, about 70 percent of U.S. coal is mined using various
surface mining methods (Energy and Security Federation for American Coal). The National Mining
Association estimates the direct value of surface mining activity at more than $5 billion. Billions more
come from the purchase of mining equipment, costs for coal transportation, use of engineers and
consultants, and tax payments to government (National Mining Association, 2009). Jobs in the mining
industry provide average annual salaries of over $85,000, meaning mines actually help raise average
wages in their area. Not only does this type of mining provide jobs to the local community, it is safe, and
less expensive than other methods of mining.
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Natural Resources: Resource Depletion vs. Creation
When will we run out of Fossil Fuels?
USA Today, 6/28/2014: The World Has 53.3 Years of Oil Left
The Independent, 5/16/2014: UK to ‘Run Out of Oil, Gas and Coal’ in 5 Years

Headlines like these capture our attention. From a young age, we are taught that fossil fuels are finite
resources and at one point the world will run out. According to some sources, the endpoint could be as early
as 2088 (Ecotricity):

Energy Reserves over Time
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Such doomsday warnings are contradicted by reports on how much reserves are left in the world.

“…as of Jan. 1, 2010, proved world oil reserves as reported by the Oil & Gas Journal, were estimated at 1,354
billion barrels – 12 billion barrels (about 1 percent) higher than the estimate for 2009 (Discovery, 2010).”
Estimating worldwide reserves is a difficult task that treats the known reserves as static figures - a practical
amount of what is easily extracted and financially feasible through current conventional methods. However,
these estimates are neglecting the amazing capability of human ingenuity. We are a species of inventors and
problem solvers. New technologies are continually being developed to access and retrieve resources from
the Earth that were previously either financially, or geologically, difficult to obtain.

Advances in Technology

Technological advances in how we extract fossil fuels have made significant impacts in the industry. These
advances are most notable in natural gas production and exploration. Advances in horizontal drilling
techniques are increasing production at an astonishing rate. Before the horizontal drilling boom around 2009,
natural gas exploration and development in Pennsylvania was steady with operators drilling a few thousand
vertical wells. Before 2009, wells in Pennsylvania produced around 500 million cubic feet per day. As drilling
shifted from vertical to horizontal methods, gas production quadrupled with wells in the same region now
averaging 3.5 billion cubic feet per day in 2011 (EIA).

The same technological advances used for natural gas are also having an impact on the coal industry. In
March, 2014, British scientists announced a discovery of massive coal deposit find under the North Sea.
Seismic tests show the seabed contains up to 20 layers of coal with an estimate of up to 23 trillion tonnes of
reserves. Energy companies knew onshore deposits extended offshore, but were uncertain to what scale and
deemed inaccessible. Using technologies now in place for oil and gas drilling, these previously inaccessible
deposits are being moved to accessible status, and therefore providing enough resources to power the UK for
years to come (UK Daily Mail, 2014).
Not only are we getting better at accessing these resources, we’re also more efficient using them. Great
strides have been made in the automotive sector with regards to fuel consumption. Vehicle fuel
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“We don’t believe that proven reserves alone are an appropriate measure for judging total resource
availability in the long run. For example, despite continued production, global reserves haven’t declined
historically (because of) exploration, discovery and reserve replacement,” stated Linda Doman, an
international forecasting expert with EIA (Discovery, 2010).
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consumption in 1975 averaged less than 15 miles per gallon (mpg). Fast-forward to 2010 and vehicles now
average around 27 mpg (Pewtrusts, 2011)

Even more fascinating is what lies ahead for the coal industry. A lot of media focus has been on clean coal
technologies (CCT) and carbon capture and storage (CCS) to increase oil production via enhanced oil recovery
(EOR).1 As these technologies prove to become more reliable and financially feasible, there is more research
under way for even more viable solutions. Underground Coal Gasification (UCG) may prove to be another key
solution for future sustainability. UCG is applied to in situ coal seams, particularly deep deposits that are
uneconomic to extract via traditional methods. Using the same chemical reactions as surface gasifiers, these
seams can be converted to syngas to fuel electric generators. Combining UCG with CCS could very well be
the key to extending the life of reserves worldwide (SME, 2015)

The Future is in Our Hands

We must continue to make technological and engineering advancements in accessing and using fossil fuels.
This philosophy is best expressed in a Report of the Department of the Interior from 1919, which discussed
the future of our nation’s natural resources. Nearly a hundred years later, we are still discussing these same
issues and coming up with the same conclusions.
“To know what we have and what we can do with it – and what we should not do with it, also! – is a
policy of wisdom, a policy of lasting progress. And in furtherance of such a policy the first step is to know
our resources – our national wealth in things and in their possibilities; the second step is to know their
availability for immediate use; the third step is to guard them against waste either through ignorance or
wantonness; and the fourth step is to prolong their life by invention and discovery.” (Department of the
Interior, 1920)

Natural Resources- Depletion vs. Creation: Facebook Post
Technological advancements provide a winning scenario for fossil fuels: they have led to increases in
amount of estimated recoverable reserves, increases in production, and increases in usage
efficiency.
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1

The process of enhanced oil recovery is described on the Office of Fossil Energy, U.S.
Department of Energy’s website - http://energy.gov/fe/science-innovation/oil-gasresearch/enhanced-oil-recovery

Natural Resources- Depletion vs. Creation: Elevator Speech
For decades, the media has been reporting the world is running out of fossil fuels. Yet, as our technology and
ability improves, more reserves are being discovered across the globe. We can now access reserves
previously deemed technically or economically unminable. We can drill deeper and mine further than ever
before. We have improved recovery and are tremendously efficient in using natural resources. Most
importantly, we are more creative in coming up with methods of keeping our resources sustainable. What
once sounded like science fiction – horizontal drilling, carbon capture, and underground coal gasification – is
now becoming a reality. Thanks to technology, instead of running out, we are adding decades to the lifespan
of fossil fuels.

The Clean Power Plan (CPP) has been promoted by government officials as being a “Landmark action to
protect public health, reduce energy bills for households and businesses, create American jobs, and bring
clean power to communities across the country (Office of the Press Secretary of the White House, 2015).”
But, when the CPP is analyzed on a closer level we begin to ask ourselves… are these results plausible? Before
delving into this, a list of main points summarizing the CPP has been displayed below:
•

•

On August 3rd, 2015, Gina McCarthy released the final CPP. The CPP expressed the best system of
emission reduction (BSER) in the form of two source-specific carbon dioxide emission rates for power
plants – one performance rate for coal steam and oil steam plants, and one performance rate for
natural gas plants (Sidley Austin LLP, 2015).
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Greenhouse Gas Utility Regulations consists of two
parts, which are as follows:
1.) Standards of Performance for Greenhouse Gas Emissions for New, Modified and Reconstructed
Sources
o Clean Air Act (CAA) section 111 (b) establish standards for carbon dioxide emission rates for
new and modified energy generating units (EGUs) (Sidley Austin LLP, 2015).
2.) Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing Stationary Sources
o Clean Air Act (CAA) section 111 (d) establishes requirements for each state for performance
for carbon dioxide for existing fossil fuel fired EGUs (Sidley Austin LLP, 2015).

•
•

•
•
•
•

Overall, the national carbon dioxide (CO2) reduction target increased from 30 percent below 2005
levels by 2030 in the proposed rule, to 32 percent (Sidley Austin LLP, 2015).
The CAA incentivizes renewable energy and demand size energy efficiency. This rule discourages the
use of natural gas as an alternative to meet the stringent 32 percent reduction target of 2030 (Sidley
Austin LLP, 2015).
The rule is designed to promote zero carbon renewable energy and energy efficiency (Sidley Austin
LLP, 2015).
Compliance begins in 2022, though EPA has instituted a new “Clean Energy Incentive Program” that
rewards states with emissions credits for taking actions prior to 2022 (Sidley Austin LLP, 2015).
Individual state targets are significantly changed from the proposed rule. According to EPA, this
change helps to “rebalance” state goals and make the rule more equitable (Sidley Austin LLP, 2015).
Compared to the proposed rule, 33 states have less stringent targets and 16 states have more
stringent targets (see graphic below). However, it is important to compare final targets to baseline
projections to understand and compare state compliance challenges. (Grant, 2015).
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EPA Regulations of Airborne Emissions
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From a public health stand point, air pollutants under the CPP fall under three categories on
how they’re regulated. Section 111 does not apply to air pollutants that are not regulated as a
criteria pollutant under section 108, or as a hazardous air pollutant (HAP) under section 112.
Hazardous air pollutants are chemicals that are known, or suspected, to cause cancer or other
serious health effects, such as reproductive problems or birth defects, and that adversely
affect the environment. Other criteria pollutants such as sulfur dioxide fall under section 108.
Regulations under section 111 are separated into two parts: (b) applies only to air pollutions
for which the existing source would be regulated under section 111 if it were a new source and
(d) establishes emission guidelines for existing sources. CO2 is not a criteria pollutant regulated
under section 108, or a HAP under section 112. CO2 falls under 111 as a pollutant that may be
harmful to public health or welfare (Environmental Protection Agency, 2015). The focus for
reducing carbon dioxide emissions is that burning coal and natural gas for energy emits CO2,
which is thought to lead to global climate change. CO2 emissions are measured in gigatons (GT)
and occur in nature as follows: plants 120 GT, oceans 90 GT, and human – from fossil fuel use –
9 GT. After it is emitted, CO2 is re-absorbed by oceans, forests, and other "carbon sinks" which
naturally absorb excess CO2 from the atmosphere. “About 50 percent of the CO2 released from
the burning of fossil fuels and other human activities has already been re-absorbed by the
earth’s carbon sinks” (ProCon, 2015). Therefore, without clear scientific proof from the EPA
that CO2 is actually known to harm people or the environment, a rule has been issued
restricting it.
EPA claims that the Clean Power Plan will reduce energy bills for households and businesses,
and create American jobs. As can be seen in the chart below, which shows a relative reference
of where states fall in terms of progress meeting the CPP restrictions, some states will need to
spend vastly more than others to meet the emission goals.
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States that rely heavily on coal, in regions such as Wyoming, the Southeast, and the Midwest, are required to
make the most stringent cuts. These states rely on coal to power their infrastructure. If the utilities in these
states need to replace their current generation with new sources, the capital costs of doing so will flow
directly to the ratepayer. In addition, if states wanted to retrofit older coal or natural gas boilers to be
compliant with the rule, the CPP language makes it near impossible to do so.
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(Association, 2015)

(Association, 2015)
The CPP restricts CO2 emissions from natural gas and coal fired facilities as follows:
Generation Type

Section 111 (b) (NEW)

Section 111 (d) (Existing)

Coal fired power plant

1,400 pounds CO2/MWh

1,305 pounds CO2/MWh

Natural gas combined cycle

1,000 pounds CO2/MWh.

771 pounds CO2/MWh

In terms of American jobs, the CPP will have a significant negative impact on manufacturing and mining
states. Workforces in states such as Alabama, Georgia, and Wisconsin are projected to see approximately a 4
to 6 percent decrease of total manufacturing jobs by year 2023 (Dayaratna, 2015). Across the entire United
States, it is projected that 500,000 jobs will be lost in manufacturing due to the CPP (Dayaratna, 2015). This
includes the elimination of more than 45 percent of coal-mining jobs, and a total income loss per person of
$7,000 (Dayaratna, 2015). Economists predict that the new CPP regulations will create 273,000 jobs overall
(IEC, 2015). Therefore, overall the CPP ends up being a bad deal for American workers as these projections
indicate a net job loss of 227,000.
In terms of providing clean power, yes the CPP supports wind and solar projects, which may provide “clean
power” while generating. However this does not take into account the carbon created when mining the rare
earth metals for their production, or refining the steel used in their construction, or the spinning reserve
power–typically fossil fuels–that is required to firm, or back up, renewable energy when the wind does not
blow and the sun does not shine. Therefore, wind and solar cannot claim to be carbon free sources either.
The CPP may reduce CO2 emissions, but otherwise it appears benefits of the CPP listed by government
officials are, at best, speculative. It is not known if the CPP will have any effect on public health. As the CPP
will end up costing many families more on their utility bills, and is projected to result in net job losses around
the country, overall impacts on health and well-being are likely to be profoundly negative.

EPA Regulations of Airborne Emissions: Facebook Post
EPA claims that the Clean Power Plan will reduce energy bills for households and businesses, and create
American jobs. But, if you live in major coal powered state this will not be true, as costs for these new
generating sources eventually are passed on to rate payers. Job growth? Try job loss. About 500,000
manufacturing jobs by the end of 2030 are expected to be eliminated due to the Clean Power Plan
(Dayaratna, 2015).
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These restrictions show that existing coal and natural gas plants must output less CO2 than the newest
technology available. CCS would be an option if it were proven on a commercial scale. However it has not
been, and if it does get there it will be extremely costly for the utilities, and the ratepayers to construct
(Allison, 2014).

EPA Regulations of Airborne Emissions: Elevator Speech
The Clean Power Plan’s (CPP) goal is to reduce CO2 emissions from point sources such as coal and gas-fired
power plants by pushing states towards renewable sources of energy. By doing so, government officials claim
that public health will improve, energy bills will be reduced, and American jobs will be created (Office of the
Press Secretary of the White House, 2015). However, when analyzing the CPP, none of these desirable effects
seem plausible. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) describes CO2 as a compound that may or may
not cause harm to the environment or people, meaning that the EPA does not possess firm proof of any
actual harm due to its presence (Environmental Protection Agency, 2015). In terms of energy bills, utilities
will have to spend billions of dollars to construct wind and solar projects to replace gas and coal-fueled
generators. Utilities are allowed to recoup costs associated with these projects from ratepayers, which will
most likely correlate to an increase in electricity costs for them, not a decrease. Lastly, it is estimated that
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500,000 manufacturing jobs will be lost due to the CPP, with only an increase of approximately
273,000 jobs from the bill (Dayaratna, 2015) (IEC, 2015). This results in a net decrease of
227,000 jobs across the United States. The CPP is a step back for American society; both from
an employment and economics stand point, without any concrete evidence of increased
health benefits.

Pollution in China
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China does have a pollution problem, and the world is urging them to address it. China is a
major contributor to global greenhouse gas emissions, and with coal representing about 70
percent of their energy production (Institute for Energy Research, 2015), the use of coal is
getting a very close look. In November of 2014, China and the U.S. announced an agreement in
which Chinese President Xi Jinping promised his country’s CO2 emissions would peak around
2030 (Bloomberg News, 2015).
However, unlike the U.S., China continues to build new coal power plants. “China added 39
gigawatts of coal-fueled capacity in 2014. That is equivalent to three 1,000 megawatt units
every four weeks. In addition, China is expected to add the equivalent of a new 600-megawatt
plant every 10 days for the next 10 years (Institute for Energy Research, 2015).” China’s coal
generation capacity is currently twice that of the United States, but is projected to be four
times as much by 2040 (Institute for Energy Research, 2015). China is achieving this by using
“ultra-supercritical” technology in its new coal plants, while shutting down smaller less
efficient plants. Ultra-supercritical technology runs coal boilers at temperatures above 1,100 oF
and at super critical pressures to ensure optimal steam cycle efficiency. This means less coal is
needed to create the same amount of energy as a typical pulverized coal boiler. In addition,
ultra-supercritical plants have lower emissions, less solid waste to dispose of, reduced water
use, and lower operating costs (American Electric Power, 2011). According to Sophie Lu, a
Beijing-based analyst from Bloomberg New Energy Finance, the ultra-supercritical coal plants
will produce about 90 percent fewer pollutants, such as dust and sulfur dioxide (SO2) per
kilowatt-hour of electricity generated (Bloomberg News, 2015).
In the face of mounting pressure concerning pollution and global warming, China is not turning
its back on coal. In fact, they are investing in coal technology to find ways to continue to use
the cheap, abundant resource, but in a more environmentally friendly way. Coal is projected
to remain the dominant fuel source in China for decades to come, with the help of continuing
improvements in coal technology (Institute for Energy Research, 2015).

Pollution in China: Facebook Post
Ultra-supercritical plants have lower emissions, less solid waste to dispose of, reduced water
use, and lower operating costs than traditional coal plants (American Electric Power, 2011).
China has added 39 GWs of coal-fueled generation in 2014 alone, the equivalent of three
1,000 megawatt units every four weeks, much of it using these advanced technologies
(Institute for Energy Research, 2015). Newer, clean coal technologies such as the ultrasupercritical coal plants allow for a cleaner atmosphere, while also securing energy reliability.
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Pollution in China: Elevator Speech
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China is addressing its pollution issues responsibly by retiring older, less efficient coal boilers, and replacing
them with new coal boilers! China has added 39 GWs of coal fired generation in 2014 alone, the equivalent of
three 1,000 megawatt units every four weeks. In addition, China is projected to add the equivalent of a new
600-megawatt power plant every 10 days for the next 10 years (Institute for Energy Research, 2015). Clean
coal technology has made serious advancements in the past 20 years. One of these technological
advancements is ultra-supercritical boilers, which have lower emissions, less solid waste to dispose of,
reduced water use, and lower operating costs than traditional coal plants (American Electric Power, 2011). In
addition, ultra-supercritical boilers still provide the reliability that fossil fuels are known for in an energy
portfolio. China is refusing to give up their source of reliable generation, while also working to meet their
emission goals. With newer, cleaner, coal technologies such as the ultra-supercritical coal plants, and
reasonable regulations, a similar generation portfolio could be established in the United States, one that
allows for a cleaner atmosphere, while also securing energy reliability.
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